A 2 metre long prototype of a lead-liquid argon electromagnetic calorimeter with accordionshaped electrodes, conceived as a sector of the barrel calorimeter of the future ATLAS experiment at the LHC, has been tested with electron and pion beams in the energy range 10 to 287 GeV. A sampling term of 10%= p E(GeV) was obtained for electrons in the rapidity range 0 < < 1, while the constant term measured over an area of about 1 m 2 is 0.69%. With a cell size of 2.7 cm the position resolution is about 4 mm= p E(GeV).
Introduction
The electromagnetic calorimeter of the future ATLAS experiment at the LHC [1, 2] will combine the liquid argon (LAr) sampling technique with an accordion geometry and a fast readout. This technology has been pioneered since 1990 by the RD3 Collaboration, which demonstrated the feasibility of the Accordion concept by successfully testing, with beams of particles, small size prototypes with non-projective and semi-projective geometry [3, 4 , 5 ] .
As a further step towards the future detector, the RD3 Collaboration has built a larger scale prototype with a fully pointing structure, already conceived as a sector of the ATLAS calorimeter. This prototype has been tested with high energy electron and pion beams at the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) together with a LAr hadronic calorimeter prototype which also had an Accordion geometry [6] . The main points to be investigated in the electromagnetic part were the capability of maintaining the energy resolution at the level of 10%= p E(GeV)
over a large angular coverage and the impact of the mechanics, of the readout and of the calibration system of a large detector on its performance and uniformity of response. These and other questions are the object of this paper, which is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the mechanical structure, the readout and the calibration system of the calorimeter prototype. The experimental setup for the beam tests is illustrated in section 3, while sections 4 to 6 present the main results from the data analysis with particular emphasis on the energy resolution and on the uniformity of response. Finally section 7 is devoted to the conclusions.
The Calorimeter Prototype
The large scale Accordion prototype is a cylindrical sector consisting of three mechanically independent azimuthal modules. It extends over 2 m along the z axis 1 , which corresponds to the pseudorapidity range 0 1:08, and covers 27 in . The total acceptance represents about 3% of the future barrel calorimeter of ATLAS. The prototype is fully pointing towards the nominal LHC interaction centre and has an inner radius of 131.5 cm and an outer radius of 182.6 cm. Figure 1 shows the detector during assembly. The stack consists of 73 converter plates interleaved with 72 readout electrodes. Both have an accordion shape with 18 folds and 17 straight sections. The total thickness is 25 X 0 at =0, divided into three longitudinal compartments (front, middle and back) of 9 X 0 , 9 X 0 and 7 X 0 respectively. The 2 m long absorbers are made of Pb plates (1.8 mm thick for < 0.7 and 1.2 mm thick in the rest of the coverage), which are sandwiched in between two 0.2 mm stainless steel sheets to ensure a higher mechanical strength. The electrodes are multilayer copper-kapton boards of thickness 0.3 mm, separated from the converter plates by a 1.9 mm LAr gap. The basic sampling cell of the calorimeter is shown in g. 2.
Three consecutive k apton boards are grouped together in the same channel at the readout level, giving an eective granularity ' 0 : 020, while the transverse segmentation ' 0:018 ( ' 0:036 in the back compartment) was obtained by etching projective strips on the conductive l a y ers of the electrodes. The main constraint on the design of the detector was dictated by the full projectivity of the structure, which had to be combined with the requirement o f h a ving a LAr gap (and therefore a sampling fraction) constant with the calorimeter depth. The -symmetry was simply achieved by repeating the absorber and electrode plate structure around the collider beam line, with an angle of 2=960 between adjacent absorber plates, and with the folds running parallel to the beam axis. The thickness of the LAr gap and the sampling fraction were kept constant by gradually changing the angle of the accordion folds along the depth of the calorimeter from 87 to 111 (g. 1). A further constraint on the geometrical parameters of the detector was the uniformity of the amount of LAr traversed as a function of , which is directly related to 1 In the collider reference system adopted here the z axis indicates the LHC beam line while and are the azimuthal and polar angle respectively. The pseudorapidity is dened as = ln tan(=2).
1 the intrinsic response uniformity of the calorimeter. The nal mechanical layout was therefore guided by a detailed Monte Carlo simulation of the Accordion [7] .
As demonstrated by the tests of previous prototypes, the adopted sampling structure allows to achieve an energy resolution of typically 10%= p E(GeV). However at large rapidity the contribution to the energy resolution from the sampling uctuations is expected to increase as 1= p sin , due to the decrease of the sampling frequency. Since the sampling term of the energy resolution scales also as p t abs , where t abs is the thickness of the converter plates expressed in radiation lengths, the calorimeter performance can in principle be kept at the same level over its full acceptance by suitably reducing the density of the absorber. Therefore in the 2 metre prototype the lead thickness in the converter plates was reduced from 1.8 mm to 1.2 mm for 0:7.
Readout electrodes
The readout electrodes are multilayer boards consisting of two (one double-sided and one single-sided) copper clad kapton sheets glued together. The copper and kapton foils are 35 m and 25 m thick respectively. The three copper layers are etched into projective strips, separated by a 1 mm gap for insulation, which dene the longitudinal and the segmentation of the detector.
The ionization charge drifting in the LAr gap induces by capacitive coupling a signal on the inner conductive l a y er which is DC coupled to the input of the preamplier, the rst element of the readout chain. The two outer conductive l a y ers are at high voltage (2 kV) and produce an electric eld of about 10 kV/cm over the gap. In order to protect the preampliers from accidental sparking, these layers consist of alternating pads of copper and resistive coating. This solution was preferred to a uniform coated facesheet because it ensures a higher rigidity of the board in the bent regions.
The front and back parts of the kapton circuits consist of a at breglass section (0.8 mm thick) containing routing for the high voltage distribution and for the output signals. It also houses a set of holes needed to mount and x the electrodes to the support bars in the calorimeter stack (see section 2.3).
While a converter plate extends over the full detector length, for ease of fabrication ve dierent electrode boards, each one of size = 0 : 216, were used to cover the calorimeter acceptance in .
Due to a fault in the design of the electrode layout, a capacitive coupling between channels of the middle and back compartment g a v e rise to a few percent level crosstalk, which w as corrected oine channel by c hannel by using calibration data. A batch of new modied electrodes will equip part of the detector in the next beam tests.
Absorber plates
The fabrication procedure of accordion shaped converter plates has already been described elsewhere [3] . Lead and stainless steel sheets were rst cut to the desired shape and cleaned by chemical and mechanical processes. They were then stacked together as a sandwich which, in a following phase, was bent to the accordion shape. At < 0.7 the sandwiches consist of ve elements (stainless steel, \prepreg adhesive" 2 , lead, prepreg adhesive, stainless steel), while at large rapidity (thinner Pb thickness) two more stainless steel foils and prepreg layers were inserted to leave the overall plate thickness unchanged. To ensure the highest uniformity o f the absorbers, dedicated precision tooling were built and maximum care was taken during the plate fabrication. Plates were sorted in such a w a y that the overall r.m.s. dispersion of the lead thickness from plate to plate within a module measured before bending was about 0.01 mm.
To bend the converters to the desired accordion shape, two independent set of dies, positioned on a xed frame, were rst mildly pressed on the plates in correspondence with the bending corners. They were then released and the nal pressing took place. In this phase dies moved on rollers closer and closer to each other as the vertical pressure (up to a maximum value of 5 bars) was applied.
The absorbers were then heated under pressure in a precisely shaped mould to polymerize the preimpregnated tissue layers until the nal gluing was reached. First the temperature was ramped up at a rate of 3 C per minute, then it was maintained for an hour at 120 C and with a pressure of 5 to 6 bars. Finally the temperature was ramped down at the same rate. After the heating and pressing cycle the thickness of the prepreg layers was on average 0.13 mm. These layers are dry preimpregnated clothes with glue on one side only which during heating ows through the bre frame. It is important that in the initial phase of the bending procedure the connecting surfaces, lead and stainless steel, can easily slide on each other.
At the end of the gluing process the mean thickness of the converter plates was 2.49 mm with an r.m.s. deviation of 0.05 mm. The plate deviations from atness were within 0.1 mm longitudinally and between 0.3 and 0.5 mm transversally. This residual sagging of \free standing" plates is to a large extent removed by xture to the precision bars (see below). In order to minimize the plate to plate dierences in each module, the converters were mounted in the stack according to the thickness of the lead, as shown in g. 3.
Before stacking each converter was equipped, on both sides, with 3 cm wide honeycomb bands running along the 2 m dimension and glued to the plate in a few points. Their function is to maintain the readout electrode centered within the LAr gap.
Detector assembly
The cylindrical symmetry of each module and the correct gap thickness between the plates were obtained by gluing 3 each absorber, both at the front and at the back side, to wedge shaped breglass (G10) precision bars, which w ere then piled on each other. The bars are 2 m long and extend over 20 mm in the radial direction. Their thickness was controlled to better than 10 m to ensure a correct gap within 50 m. The glass bres in the bars were aligned azimuthally and along the 2 m dimension, to ensure a similar thermal contraction of the various detector components in the transverse direction. Notches in the outer side of the bars allow for the kapton electrodes feedthrough and positioning. The grooves in the bars are wide enough to allow for a correct positioning of the elements without building internal constraints at those places.
Temporary rods interleaved in between the converter and readout electrodes were used during stacking to maintain the gap thickness and to prevent sagging eects under gravity. A t the end of the stacking each module was compressed by using tie-rods penetrating all the G10 bars and ensuring the necessary rigidity to the pile. The temporary rods were then removed.
After assembly the mechanical uniformity of the stack w as estimated by measuring the capacitances (C gap ) o f s e v eral double gaps, each one consisting of one electrode and the two absorber plates on its opposite sides. If d is the distance between two consecutive converters and C 1;2 is the capacity of the two single gaps, then
where , the displacement of the electrode from the centre of the double gap, is supposed to be negligible with respect to d. The measurements were performed at room temperature in a frequency region (> 100 kHz) where the resistive impedance eects become negligible. All cells of four dierent rows were tested, for a total of 288 measurements. The results are shown in g. 4. At the transition between two azimuthal modules the measured capacity is 6{7% lower than the average, thus indicating a larger LAr gap. Excluding these discontinuities, the resulting r.m.s. of the capacitances is 1.4%, which means a dispersion of about 55 m in the thickness of the double gaps.
After two y ears since the assembly of the detector and after four cool down cycles for beam tests, one module was dismantled and inspected. No sign of ungluing of the absorber sandwiches or of the G10 bars was observed.
Readout electronics
The three dierent options adopted for the front-end electronics were already tested with previous prototypes and described in [4, 5] : hybrid charge preampliers working at LAr temperature and based on Silicon JFETs [8] or GaAs MESFETs [9] and warm current preampliers (the so called \0T" scheme, meaning no transistor in the cold [10] ) placed outside the cryostat.
To allow for a fast charge transfer in the rst two cases, the preampliers were placed directly on printed circuit motherboards, which w ere mounted on the front and back face of the calorimeter and contained also the calibration system. The preamplier input impedance was typically 10 and the power dissipated in the cold 54 mW (72 mW) for the GaAs (Si) hybrids.
In the 0T scheme the signal is sent from the calorimeter to a warm current preamplier placed outside the cryostat through a 50 cable. The main advantages of this solution are an easier access for maintenance, a better shielding from radiation and a negligible power dissipation in the cold. By a careful shielding of the cable [10] the larger sensitivity of this scheme to pickup noise can be kept under control.
The preamplier output was shaped outside the cryostat with a CR 2 RC 3 bipolar lter in case of a charge preamplier and with a CRRC 2 unipolar lter in case of a current preamplier. The peaking time (between 5% and the peak) of the shaped response to a -current pulse was t p () = 18 ns, corresponding to about 35 ns for the triangular ionization signal from the detector. This shaping time was chosen so as to minimize the total noise expected in the calorimeter from the electronics and from the pile-up of several soft interactions in the preceeding and following bunch crossings under LHC operating conditions. The shapers were followed by track and hold (T&H) circuits, whose hold signal was generated by a beam concidence or by a calibration trigger and whose timing was adjusted to sample the shaper signal at its maximum. The output was digitized by a 12-bit charge integrating ADC.
In each longitudinal sampling of the calorimeter the readout was organized in 15 blocks: 3 modules in and 5 sectors in , the latter corresponding to the 5 dierent k apton electrodes.
Each block contained 12 8 cells in in the rst two samplings and 6 8 in the last one.
For the beam test only 2000 out of 3600 channels were fully equipped.
Calibration
In order to exploit the good intrinsic energy resolution of the detector, an excellent calibration system is needed. It must be able to correct for the dierent electronic gains of the various channels, to measure possible crosstalk levels and to monitor the stability of the readout chain during long periods of data taking.
Two new calibration systems have been tested with the 2 metre prototype: a \voltage driven" and a \current driven" system. The lack of space for the hybrids of the current driven calibration and their preliminary status of development led to equip the whole detector with the voltage calibration, for which there is only a resistor in the liquid. However in the 0T region, where there are no preampliers in the cold and there is therefore more space, both calibration systems were installed in order to compare their respective accuracy and merits.
The calibration hardware and procedure are discussed in detail in the next paragraphs.
Voltage driven calibration
In this case the only element in the liquid is a 2 k injection resistor, the voltage pulse simulating the detector signal being brought from outside the cryostat. There are some advantages in calibrating with resistors: they are easily within 0.1% precision, they are reliable and radiation hard. With fast shaping (t p () ' 20 ns) and relatively high detector capacitance (C d ' 400 pF) the parallel noise they generate is small compared to the series noise from the preamplier (ENC p = 700 e compared to ENC s = 15000 e [11] ).
The main problem resides in the distribution of the precision voltage pulse, which has to be uniform (the design goal is within 0.2%) throughout the calorimeter. To reduce the number of cables, each calibration signal is distributed locally to channels which h a v e no or negligible physical crosstalk. However these channels should not be too far apart from each other as the calibration should remain synchronous with respect to the particle arrival. It is also important that all the elements in the calibration path be as uniform as possible (within 0.1%). Among those elements, the cable that brings the signal down to the towers is of major concern. On one hand, it can be shown that when the cable is terminated at both ends, the output voltage is a second order function of the cable impedance [12] . For example a 10% error on the cable characteristic impedance would result in a 0.25% error on the pulse amplitude (provided that the cable is longer than the shaping time, so that reected signals do not contribute to the shaped amplitude). On the other hand signal attenuation due to skin eects in the cable is a rst order eect, so that all conductor dimensions in the cable should be as uniform as possible. It has been shown by measurements on the 0T electronics that the attenuation is substantially reduced when the cable is cold [13] .
The voltage pulse is generated by specially designed pulsers, that can drive u p t o 5 V into a 50 load with a risetime less than 1 ns and an exponential decay of 400 ns simulating the shape of the signal from the detector. It is obtained by switching o a precise DC current I p owing in an inductor (g. 5). A clock pulse is applied to the base of Q2 which diverts I p to ground, cutting Q1 o. The magnetic energy stored in the inductor is transferred to the resistance R and to the output cable, producing a voltage:
The fact that the inductor exhibits a low resistance leads to low p o w er dissipation in the pulser and in the terminating resistor R , as the collector of Q1 operates close to 0 V, thus ensuring long term stability. H o w ever0 it does not aect the accuracy of the pulse initial amplitude, which is determined only by I p and R . T o ensure good linearity the base current of Q1, which v aries non linearly with I p (as the transistor gain varies with collector current and temperature), is sensed and added to I p . F or the tests 12 channels have been implemented on a CAMAC board, to match an existing 12 conductor cable. This is a shielded 50 at cable 4 designed for the output signals [13] . The DAC and the clock inputs are common to the 12 channels, which can be separately enabled via the CAMAC bus. All the channels are synchronized within 0.2 ns and uniform within 0.2%.
To reduce the number of pulsers each c hannel is split into four 100 cables, to drive four motherboards. Each 100 cable feeds an injection network (hybrids produced by Sfernice) which supports six 2 k injection resistors (R t ) a s w ell as decoupling capacitors to isolate the DC bias of the preampliers and a 143 resistor to ground to terminate the 100 cable in its characteristic impedance. The injection network drives one preamplier out of every four in , to allow for crosstalk studies, and two contiguous lines in . T h us 24 preampliers are pulsed simultaneously from one pulser channel: 3 along and 8 along . The other preampliers in the direction are pulsed with three other channels. The paths on the motherboards from the injection networks to the preamplier inputs have been adjusted so that the calibration signals remain synchronous with particles arriving from a common LHC interaction vertex.
Current driven calibration
In this case only a DC current is sent from outside the cryostat and the calibration (current) pulse is generated near the preamplier input with a long tailed pair (g. 6 and [14] ).
Si JFETs have been used, since p-channel devices are needed. In addition they operate at LAr temperature and have shown so far good radiation hardness when cold. Initially Q1 is on, Q2 is o and the programmed current I p ows into Q1 and R t . The voltage across R t charges C t with Q = R t C t I p . The clock signal turns on Q2 switching the current to ground and turning Q1 o. C t is then discharged through R t , producing an exponential decay:
(3) The current o wing into a preampler is thus :
It stems from this that the initial current depends only on I p which can be made very precise as it is a DC current. The resistor and capacitor determine only the decay time, which should match the drift time, but within a few percent precision only, as it is a second order contribution to the signal amplitude at fast shaping.
To minimize clock injection it is preferable to switch o the calibration current, which necessitates the use of p-channel transistors in order to generate a negative calibration pulse. The clock signal must also be very fast not to degrade the signal risetime. A very attractive feature of this system is that it requires no precise components in the calibration path, except for a DC current I p . There is no hard constraint on the clock signal which is only a digital signal, except its fast risetime, and it can also be distributed to many c hannels, as described further. Care must be taken to minimize capacitive coupling between this fast rising clock and the detector, as this results in a pedestal oset at zero calibration current. However this injected charge appears as the derivative of the real signal ( current compared to nearly a step) so that its contribution more or less passes through zero at the signal maximum.
In practice, two c hannels are mounted on one hybrid, thus sharing I p , clock and bias. To be able to use the same 12 conductor AXON cable, the channels were multiplexed using six select lines, four current sources and two clocks per motherboard. The two clocks drove the two lines in independently and the preampliers along were activated individually through the select lines. The clock propagation time was designed to be 1 ns between two h ybrids. It had to be compensated for externally with a precision delay generator according to the position of the pulsed preamplier.
Comparison between the two systems
Uniformity measurements have been performed in a test bench in the laboratory on ve motherboards from the detector region equipped with 0T preampliers, where both calibration systems were installed in parallel. A single channel readout chain was moved around the 24 channels of a motherboard. The readout chain was made up of a 0T preamplier, a shaper, a T&H and a 12-bit ADC, similar to those used in the beam test. The detector was simulated by 24 capacitors equal to within 0.2%.
As only one motherboard was measured at a time on the test bench, the splitter and the 100 cables have not been used for the voltage calibration and the signal from the pulser was brought directly into the injection networks. The results (g. 7) show an r.m.s. value of 0.33%. Each motherboard has an r.m.s. around 0.3% and the dispersion between motherboards is small, indicating that the non uniformity is dominated by that of the motherboard.
For the current calibration there was a rather large pedestal (up to 10 GeV) due to clock coupling to the preamplier inputs caused by the motherboard layout. On the hybrid itself, the clock feedthrough to the input is less than 100 MeV (compared to 50 MeV noise). After subtraction, the results (g. 7) are similar to the voltage calibration, with an r.m.s. of 0.39%, which is also dominated by the dispersion inside a given motherboard. There remains no correlation between high gain and high pedestal.
The ratio of the gains obtained with the two systems has an r.m.s. dispersion of 0.33%, hinting at a common contribution due to the readout, presumably in the output leads and in the AXON cable. From this result it can be inferred that both systems are presumably within 0.2%.
The
an r.m.s. dispersion of 0.5%, again indicating a remaining contribution from a common factor.
The linearity of the two systems has been measured using the same setup [12] . The maximum input current corresponds to about 160 GeV in one preamplier, which is the highest energy in one cell attained in the beam tests. The results are very similar for the two systems with residuals smaller than 0:2%. Measurements 
In summary the two systems have shown so far similar and good performance in terms of linearity a s w ell as uniformity. The current calibration looks more attractive for a large system, although radiation tests have to be performed to assess that there is no leakage in the transistors, as it would be taken from the calibration current I p . The voltage calibration is simpler and more radiation hard, but due to skin eects in the cables, the pulsers should be located close to the feedthrough so that the pulse shapes remain similar to the physics signals.
Tests will continue to be able to choose the most appropriate system.
Timing and calibration procedure
In each calorimeter channel the shaper response to the calibration pulse and to the physics signal produced by an incident particle must be sampled by the T&H circuit as close as possible to its maximum. The narrow peak of the (fast) shaped response makes however the timing of the detector quite dicult, the desired accuracy being of the order of 1 ns.
A t w o-fold procedure has been adopted. In the rst step (timing of the calibration) the strobe to the T&H modules was timed with respect to the peak of the calibration pulse. The peaking time of each c hannel was therefore measured by means of a computer-controlled delay box with an accuracy of a few tens of nanosecond. The speed of response of a channel depends on the performance of the front-end electronics and on the cell capacitance. The intrinsic peaking time dispersion of a given readout scheme is however rather modest (1 ns) and the cell dimensions are quite uniform in each longitudinal sampling of a given readout block. Therefore average peaking times were rst calculated inside the various blocks and samplings and the results were then equalized to the overall mean by inserting suitable delay cables. Finally the T&H strobe, common to the whole detector, was adjusted to sample the calibration signal at its (average) maximum.
In the second step (timing of the beam) the electronic chain was timed with respect to the incident particles by looking for the relative delay b e t w een the beam trigger and the T&H strobe which maximizes the calorimeter response to a physics signal, typically the reconstructed energy of an electromagnetic shower.
The timing of the detector, performed at the beginning of the data taking period, was then periodically monitored but no further adjustment w as required.
Once the electronic chain was correctly timed, calibration coecients were determined by tting the ADC response of each c hannel to the test pulse with a third order polynomial in the energy range 0{160 GeV. The average sensitivity in electron energy scale is given in table 1 for the three readout schemes. The linearity is good, the second order correction amounting to 2% at 50 GeV. After calibration the residual channel-to-channel dispersion, i.e. the dispersion of the channel outputs when the same test pulse is injected at the inputs, was 0.2%. The gain stability with time was found to be within 0.1% over a period of 60 hours.
The calibration procedure was repeated every few hours.
2.6 Electronic noise
The electronic noise measured in the calorimeter, coming mainly from the preamplier and therefore scaling as the cell capacitance, was in the range 40 to 70 MeV per channel depending on the compartment and rapidity region. Similar values were found for the three front-end electronics (see table 1) when reported to the same cell capacitance (i.e. to the same ). In the rst sampling the cell capacitances are low, the preamplier noise is also low and the system noise contribution becomes no longer negligible. Therefore the given gures represent an upper limit.
A coherent noise at the level of 5% (10%) was also observed with the cold (warm) preampliers. This contribution is however small in the calorimeter area needed to reconstruct an electromagnetic shower (typically nine cells per compartment). 
Test Beam Setup
The 2 metre electromagnetic prototype was exposed to electron and pion beams at the H8 beam line facility of the CERN SPS in three dierent periods from autumn 1992 to autumn 1993. The hadronic calorimeter, which w as located behind the electromagnetic module inside the same cryostat, allowed to study the response of a full LAr system to high energy hadrons. The relevant results are discussed in [6, 1 5 ] .
The information from the hadronic module was also used to monitor the longitudinal containment of high energy electrons and to study the electron-hadron separation power of the two calorimeters.
The detectors were housed in a dedicated cryostat consisting of a 1.2 mm thick aluminium outer wa l l a n d o f a 8 m m thick stainless steel inner vessel, separated by 3 0 c m o f l o w density (Rohacell) foam. The total amount of material in front of the electromagnetic calorimeter, including the cryostat, a few centimetres of inactive liquid, cables and supports, was about 1 X 0 at = 0 .
The cryostat was mounted on a computer-controlled platform whose rotation in and allowed the beam to hit the prototype with the same incidence angles as particles originating from the LHC nominal interaction point, and to scan almost the full detector coverage. At the calorimeter front face the beam spot typically covered one cell ( 2:5 2:5 c m 2 ) The beam line was instrumented with four scintillation counters providing the trigger and with three multiwire proportional chambers used to extrapolate the particle trajectory to the calorimeter front face. The impact point could be estimated with an accuracy of about 300 m i n t w o orthogonal views. A threshold Cerenkov counter allowed to determine the electron contamination in the pion beam (see section 6).
The results discussed in this paper mainly refer to electron data in the energy range 10 to 287 GeV. Pions of 20, 30 and 50 GeV were also collected to study the e= separation capability of the calorimeter, while the signal-to-noise ratio for minimum ionizing particles was evaluated using the component o f m uons present in the electron beam at high energy.
4 Response to Electrons
The electron showers were reconstructed in the rst and second compartment of the calorimeter by summing the energy contained in an array o f 3 3 cells centered around the channel with the highest signal. In the third sampling, which h a s a t wice coarser -granularity, only 2 3 cells in were used. This cluster contains on average 90% of the shower energy, slightly decreasing with energy. A larger size array w ould allow for a better shower containment but would be more aected by the electronic noise and by the pile-up contribution at the LHC luminosity.
The electron position in the calorimeter was reconstructed in the two directions (, ) a s the centre-of-gravity of the shower in the rst sampling. When mentioning the particle position or impact point throughout this paper we will always refer to the shower barycentre reconstructed by the calorimeter in this way.
Response dependence on the particle impact point
This section explains the inuence of the intrinsic Accordion geometry on the detector response, while the non-uniformity induced by the mechanics and by small calibration imperfections will be discussed in section 4.5. Figure 8 shows the variation of the calorimeter response with the electron position in over a large area. It can be seen that the energy deposition is maximum for particles hitting the centre of a cell and decreases towards the cell edges due to the reduced shower containment in the 3 3 cell cluster. This eect can be easily corrected for with a second order polynomial.
At the border between two dierent k apton electrodes ( cell = 1 2 : 5 in the gure) the response drop is more pronounced. This behaviour, which can be attributed in part to the wider nominal insulation region between the two border cells (2 mm instead of 1 mm) and in part to the shrinking of the readout boards in the cold, could be avoided with electrodes extending over a larger part of the calorimeter coverage. A polynomial correction was applied also in this case.
In the direction, perpendicular to the Accordion folds, small periodical variations in the traversed amount of LAr, inherent to the detector geometry [3] , give rise to local changes in the sampling fraction. This results in a regular response modulation with peak-to-peak amplitude 1% and r.m.s. 0.5% (g. 9). This modulation, which is essentially energy independent, was parametrized with a combination of a second order polynomial and a sinusoidal function. The residual r.m.s. after this correction is about 0.3%.
The precision of the detector assembly was also studied by scanning the region at the boundary between two azimuthal modules of the stack. An example is shown in g. 10. Away from the singular region the modulation described above is visible, but at the module edge a drop in the response of 2.5% is observed. This behaviour is consistent with the measurements of the double gap uniformity in the stack mentioned in section 2.3. As shown in g. 4, at the module boundary the gap is 6{7% wider than elsewhere. Since in fast shaping conditions the collected charge depends on the gap thickness as g 1=3 (for a constant operating voltage) the larger gap at the module edge is expected to result in a loss of charge of about 2%, in good agreement with the data. Also in this case a correction could be applied.
Response linearity
The linearity and energy resolution were studied with sets of electron data taken in the energy range 10 to 287 GeV in a few benchmark positions: = 0 : 28 and = 0 : 90 in the region read out with Si preampliers, and = 0 : 50 in the area equipped with GaAs hybrids.
The response variation with the impact point i n and was corrected as described in the previous section by using the same set of parameters at all energies and in all positions. No correction for the longitudinal shower leakage in the hadronic calorimeter and for a weak energy dependence of the lateral shower containment w as applied.
The response linearity w as evaluated by comparing the mean values from Gaussian ts to the reconstructed energy spectra with the nominal beam energy for each momentum setting (5) where P is in GeV. The rst term in this equation is related to hysteresis eects in the bending magnets, while the second term includes calibration and geometrical uncertainties. The apparently lower response of the calorimeter to 20 GeV electrons, common to the three positions of incidence, is probably due to a beam momentum systematically lower than the nominal value. The error bars in the gure include an estimate of the beam rectier stability ( 4 : 5%=P) and the statistical error.
Taking into account that at 287 GeV and small rapidity the average longitudinal leakage is about 0.5%, it can be deduced that the calorimeter response is linear within 1% for all incidence points.
Energy resolution
The energy resolution measured with the 2 metre prototype is shown in g. 12. The results refer to electrons impinging at = 0 : 28 and = 0 : 90, both in the region equipped with Si preampliers. The data collected in the region read out with GaAs preampliers have not been used for this study due to a problem in the input stage of the hybrids (solved afterwards) which gave rise to a large electronic noise. After subtracting the contribution of the beam momentum spread (0.3% at 287 GeV) the experimental points were tted with the form
where a; b; c are the sampling, the noise and the local constant term respectively and E is expressed in GeV. The results of the t are given in table 2.
The resolution at = 0 : 28 (almost orthogonal incidence) can be compared with the results obtained with a previous Accordion prototype with non pointing geometry [4] , which are also given in table 2. Due to the identical sampling fraction and frequency of the two detectors, the measured stochastic terms are the same within the errors. The local constant term is also similar in the two cases, thus demonstrating that the Accordion concept can be adapted to a fully projective geometry without any loss in performance. This term can be attributed in part to the residual Accordion modulation on a local scale (over one cell) and in part to the uctuations of the shower longitudinal containment which w ere estimated to be 0:25 0:05% at 287 GeV and = 0 : 28. The electronic noise, about 300 MeV, is consistent with the value obtained from the ADC pedestal widths for an array o f 3 3 t o w ers.
The data collected at = 0 : 90, that is in the region with thinner lead in the absorber plates, were used to explore the calorimeter behaviour at large rapidity. The increase of the sampling term from 9.99% to 10.42% (table 2) is compatible with the prediction of the scaling law mentioned in section 2 (10.23%), while with a constant absorber composition this term would become 11.7%. The larger electronic noise is consistent with the increase in the cell capacitance (C / 1= sin ). The better longitudinal containment of the shower at = 0 : 9, where the total
Position resolution
The space resolution of the calorimeter was determined by comparing the shower centreof-gravity, reconstructed in the calorimeter as explained in section 4, with the extrapolated electron impact point provided by the beam chamber system.
The systematic shift of the shower barycentre towards the cell centre, giving rise to an \S-shape" typical of pad detectors, is observed in the view but not in , where the Accordion waves induce a better sharing of the shower energy among neighbouring cells [3] . The correct particle position in ( true ) w as therefore obtained as true = a 1 + a 2 arctan calo a 3 a 4 (7) where calo is the barycentre reconstructed in the calorimeter and the four parameters depend only weakly on the electron energy. 
which is in good agreement with the perfomance obtained with previous prototypes. Finally gure 14 shows that in the view the resolution is better when the particle hits the calorimeter near the edge of a cell, thanks to a larger energy sharing with the neighbouring channels, than at the cell centre. The results quoted above w ere obtained ove r a s p o t c o v ering about half a cell symmetrically around the cell centre.
Uniformity of response
The calorimeter behaviour over a relatively large area was determined by scanning 153 dierent cells with high energy electron beams. The aim of this study was to evaluate the response uniformity and the constant term of the energy resolution over a signicant part of the prototype, including singular regions such as the boundaries between adjacent k apton boards or between azimuthal modules of the stack.
The response variation with the particle impact point w as corrected as described in section 4.1 with a same set of parameters throughout the detector.
A few sources of response non-uniformity w ere identied in the oine analysis [16] . Three cells were most likely aected by a missing high voltage connection in one of their kapton electrodes and were removed from the data sample, even if the response could be in large part recovered with a suitable correction.
Some Si preampliers (about 10% of the total) were found to be signicantly slower (by 5{10 ns) than the average. In these cases the channel calibration is even sensitive to timing dierences between the calibration and the physics as small as 1 to 2 ns. Since these slight dierences are dicult to determine with accuracy, no correction could be applied.
Finally two of the 100 cables bringing the calibration pulse to the preamplier motherboards exhibited a bad behaviour in the cold, resulting in a slower test pulse signal at the channel input and consequently in a wrong gain coecient. The latter could be corrected by using measurements performed at the end of the beam test after warming up.
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All these problems have been solved for the next periods of data taking. Figure 15 shows the resulting uniformity of response of the detector over the whole scanned region. It includes 287 GeV electron data collected in the rst two sectors of the calorimeter ( < 0.4, Si and 0T electronics) and a sample of 197 GeV electrons hitting the third sector (0:4 < < 0 : 6, GaAs preampliers). The resulting r.m.s. is 0.62%. No relative normalization of the two energies was applied.
Constant term of the energy resolution
A large eort when designing and building the 2 metre prototype was devoted to minimizing the potential sources of non-uniformity deteriorating the detector energy resolution. According to the ATLAS specications [1] a constant term of less than 1% should be maintained over the full coverage of the electromagnetic calorimeter in order to explore physics channels of prime interest such as a possible H ! decay. Figure 16 shows the total energy spectrum for all the available 287 GeV electron events. Data from 123 dierent cells in the Si and 0T regions are included. The rather pronounced low energy tail can be attributed in part to longitudinal leakage outside the electromagnetic calorimeter and in part to the bad quality of the electron beam during the period in which the position scan was collected 5 . This is conrmed by a comparison of the spectra obtained in a given cell in two data taking periods (g. 17) , with dierent beam conditions. It can also be seen that the material in the beam line aects signicantly the left side of the distribution, whereas the eect on the spectrum width is negligible.
The fractional energy resolution obtained from a Gaussian t to the spectrum in g. 16 over the region not aected by the tail is 0.95% (beam momentum spread unfolded). By quadratically subtracting from this value the measured sampling and noise terms (table 2) A major part of the observed constant term can be attributed to known instrumental eects. They are listed in table 3. It can be seen that similar contributions come from inaccuracies in the calibration procedure and from imperfections in the detector mechanics.
In particular the last item in the table refers to the non-homogeneity in the thickness of the absorber plates shown in g. 3. The eect on the calorimeter response can be inferred from g. 18. The collected energy diminishes with increasing amount of lead in the hit cell, due to the decrease of the sampling fraction. It can be seen that the calibration accuracy reached is good enough to allow to observe the sensitivity of the detector even to relatively small changes (0.5%) in the converter thickness.
The eects listed in table 3, most of which realistically reducible, justify a large part of the constant term in expression ( 10) . Other contributions, dicult to estimate, can come from abnormally slow preampliers or faulty calibration cables.
Response to Muons
Muons contaminating the high energy electron beam were used to study the prototype response to \minimum ionizing" particles. A clean muon sample was selected by applying cuts 5 The problem was originated by the presence of another experiment running in parasitic mode on the same beam line. Since the Accordion geometry induces a sharing of the energy deposition between two contiguous cells in also in case of a minimum ionizing particle, the muon signal in the calorimeter was reconstructed by summing the energy from the two towers closest to the particle impact point. The latter was determined by using the information from the beam chambers to avoid any bias (the electronic noise is not negligible as compared to the muon signal in one channel).
The spectrum obtained in this way in the region read out with GaAs preampliers is plotted in g. 19 together with the noise distribution, that is the energy contained in an area of the same size as the muon cluster (21 cells in and three samplings in depth) but far away from the beam position. The same energy scale as for electron data has been used. The most probable energy loss was determined by tting the muon spectrum with a Moyal function [17] convoluted with a Gaussian. The resulting signal to noise ratio, dened as the ratio between the peak of the muon signal and the r.m.s. of the noise distribution, is four.
e= Separation
The capability of the LAr electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters to separate pions from electrons was studied with 20, 30 and 50 GeV beams [18] . This kind of study requires a very good knowledge of the beam contamination, which w as obtained by using the information from the Cerenkov counter, by looking at the amount of energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter and, in the case of pion beams, by putting a lead sheet 1 X 0 thick in front of one of the scintillators equipping the beam line. The electron contamination in the pion beam was found to be 0.02% at 20 GeV and 0.05% at 30 GeV, increasing to (0:5 0:1)% at 50 GeV. The content in the pion beam was estimated to be less than 2%, while the pion contamination to the electron beam was 0.1% at 20 GeV.
The variables used to distinguish between electrons and pions are based on the longitudinal and lateral shower shape in the electromagnetic calorimeter and on the energy leakage in the hadronic section. Examples are shown in g. 20. The pion rejection achieved, dened as the ratio between the initial number of pions and the number of pions surviving the identication cuts, is plotted in g. 21 as a function of energy. A t 50 GeV the result represent s a l o w er limit due to the non negligible electron contamination in the pion beam.
In the future ATLAS experiment [ 2 ] a better electron/hadron separation will be possible by combining the information from the calorimeter and from an inner tracker system and by using the E=pratio, where E is the energy measured in the calorimeter and p the momentum reconstructed in the tracker.
7 Conclusions
The geometry, the readout and the calibration system of a large scale prototy p e o f a n Accordion electromagnetic calorimeter for LHC have been described in this paper. The detector performance, based on the analysis of electron, muon and pion data from several beam tests, can be summarized as follows:
{ the sampling term of the energy resolution is 10%= p E(GeV) o v er a large rapidity c o v erage (0 < < 1).
{ the detector uniformity of response measured over an area of 1 m 2 is about 0.6%. { the overall constant term of the energy resolution amounts to 0:69 0:05% and can be in large part explained by known and reducible instrumental eects.
{ with a cell size of 2.7 cm the space resolution is better than 4 mm/ p E(GeV) i n (perpendicular to the Accordion waves) and about 4.7 mm/ p E(GeV) i n .
{the signal to noise ratio, measured with muons, is 4.
Further tests with improved readout (new kapton electrodes, new preampliers, etc.) and calibration system are foreseen in the near future. 
